PROJECT MEETING
SMART CITY TOWARDS SMART HERITAGE

10:00  OPENING REMARKS
HANNAH HANANIA  Mayor of Bethlehem
GIUSEPPE FEDele  Consul General of Italy in Jerusalem
GIANNI PALU (ONLINE)  President of the Province of Pavia
DARIO PIETTELI  Reconstruction and Cultural Heritage Team Leader of AKS Jerusalem

10:30  SMART BETHLEHEM PROJECT: TECHNICAL REPORTS
SMART Bethlehem project for a culture of sustainable technology and heritage
SANDRO PARRINELLO  University of Pavia
Sustainable Urban Development: from energy efficiency in buildings to electric mobility
FEDERICO STRANO  LINKS Foundation
Spaces and Narratives for the design of the Museum on Bethlehem Heritage
FRANCESCA PICCHIO  University of Pavia

11:15  SUPPLEMENTARY SESSION: INTERDISCIPLINARY PERSPECTIVES FOR THE VALUES OF LOCAL HERITAGE
Chair: Sandro Parrinello
Archaeology and Urban Heritage: an overview on the Old City of Bethlehem
OMAR ABD RABO  Bethlehem University
Digital mapping tools for valorising Heritage routes and sites among Jerusalem, Bethlehem and Hebron
RAFFAELLA DE MARCO  University of Pavia
Socio-economic impact of conservation and valorization of Mediterranean Cultural Heritage
IZABELLA PAROWCZ  European University Vladrina

12:00  OPEN DISCUSSION
Chair: Luigi Bisceglio

13:00  Buffet Lunch

15:00  PROJECT STEERING COMMITTEE
Opening greetings
ELISABETTA POZZI (ONLINE)  Province of Pavia
Organisational structure and administrative management of the project
STEFANO ANNIVAZZI LODI  Province of Pavia
The role of local authorities. Synergies for cooperation
FRANCESCO BREN HOUSE  Director of SISTERR

WORKING TABLES
Working tables with the Bethlehem Municipality on individual project panels on the following issues:
- Soft and Electric Mobility
- Lighting in the Historic Centre
- Improvement of Energy Efficiency in Bus Station and Peace Center Buildings
- City Museum of Bethlehem
- Coordination and Perspectives on Future Project Actions

17:00  CLOSING REMARKS